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The Six steps for Navigating  
The Spiral of Multi-dimensional Presence 

The Divine Directors through Master Lady Kira Raa  
 

March 14, 2020 (6)* at 12:29pm (5-Prime)* 
*Applying Ascended numerology per guidance of the Divine Directors after the completion of this 

Insoulment, the date and time of delivery offer an important final message about this sharing. 
The six is the Merkabah of Ascension and the five is Eternal Life! 

Together, 6+5 = 11(prime)!  
The total of eleven calls forward the loving reminder from the divine that we are One with our divine 

nature as we are with others!  KNOWING that EVERY “thing” is a reflection of the divine invites 
 our FULL Consciousness to embody the remembrance that OUR MASTERY Presence matters 

 and assists the ignition of our Multi-Dimensional existence!   
(When 11 is imbalanced, wide self-obsessed swings are common without noticing the affect on others.) 

 
Welcome to all who are ready to REMEMBER and CLAIM!  For those are the ones who are 
calling forward the restoration of balance through the divine nature of their ascended 
presence.  This moment is one that is expansive in nature and dynamic as a co-creative essence.  
This essence is yours to restore within, as you re-member the energy of that which “you are”, 
and that which “you are co-creating” are as distinctive as they are ONE. 
 
The spirals of the multi-dimensional witness experience are now literally mirroring the 
upliftment. The fifth dimension of compassion, as the gateway to the realms of ascended 
presence, has called forward the brilliant ignition of divine illumination.    
 
This is the illumination that has fully anchored as SUPPORT for ALL at the Fifth dimensional 
experience. It is similar to a two-way mirror that reflects back with illumination what is being 
projected into the mirror itself, and it is also an amplifier. 
 
Thereby, if the energetic radiation is reaching up from the fourth dimensional experience, it will 
reflect the completeness of the reflection, thereby the energy that carries judgements, fear and 
doubt are revealed with greater clarity and not all who receive this revelation are ready to see.   
 
As this reflection is originating from the fifth dimensional gateway, as the fourth dimensional 
frequently is currently expanding into the entry of the fifth dimensional strata, when the energy 
rises to meet the mirror from the third or fourth dimension, the mirrored energy reflects the 
radiation of ALL the aspects of the energy meeting it. Hence the radiation reflects that which is 
blocking further ascension along with that which is lifting. 
 
And, if the radiation meets the fifth dimension from the seventh or above, it further assists to 
LIFT energy and anchor multi-dimensional stability as it mirrors the upliftment of the  
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dimensional experience and receives it as a ray of light. This illumination offers direct 
connection, rapid upliftment, and ever greater expanded AWARENESS.  
 
Thereby the choice from the experience folds into instant creation!  Awareness, Experience and 
Choice are ONE as the illumination becomes all-encompassing! This is the moment of ignition 
for the Divine within to fully come forward while in form as the guiding light through the 
illusion. 
 
There is a moment of greater Awareness that continues to unfold ever refining cycles thorugh 
the journey of the eternal spiral.  The release of all judgement and expectancy calls forward 
further illumination through the upward spiral that begins with the entry into Fifth dimensional 
consciousness. 
 
And…for those who choose to align with the energies of the co-creation through a linear 
timeline experience, often this is engaged as part of the downward spiral.  This engagement 
when emanating from the fifth dimension, reflects upon itself and densifies through the astral 
experience of the fourth dimension and then dissolves itself into the third dimension.  Hence 
the energy of the forget-fullness. 
 
This is the implosion…the complete isolation from the true nature of the “self”.  The blending of 
the human creation with the mechanical constructs of the illusion.  This is the energy of 
creation without illumination.  The 100% linear experience and many are choosing this. 
 
May your divine nature and the mastery that you are calling forward assist the mind of the 
body of form to APPRECIATE ALL!  The spiral is eternal and ALL are within the spiral.  The 
decision to navigate the spiral with full consciousness or without it are the unique journey that 
each aspect of the divine brilliance unfolds. 
 
For those that are choosing to be in this particular timeline of the co-creative illusion, there is a 
moment before you now of great illumination! ALL that is before you is to assist you to rapidly 
uplevel your mastery presence without the delusion of linear time or the linear experience. 
 
To be able to fully navigate the multi-dimensional presence without any disruption to the co-
creative vastness of form!  To remember fully and appreciate ALL!  To release the judgement of 
the self and the experience and embrace the compassionate wisdom of your eternal self. 
 
The blessing before thee exists within the mind of form!  This mind is currently being 
bombarded by fear and is seeking peace, love, and joy!  The moment at hand is one that is 
inviting greater clarity and action.  It is through this moment that the uplevel of your mastery 
will infinitely expand and unfold in direct proportion to the awareness that you offer it. 
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Here are six steps to navigate this energy that will bring you to the anchoring of Multi-
dimensional presence and reveal ever greater support and clarity for the moment at hand and 
so much more. 
 
These steps are to be done in order and each ascends into the next.  
 
1.First! Notice what is really standing out to YOUR consciousness…what has the focus of your 
attention, INSTEAD OF what is trying to control it by being the loudest/boldest/etc.  Really 
take a moment and notice whatever makes you honestly pause, whether it is to actually read 
an article, or to go beyond a headline…that is what is standing out to your consciousness and 
inviting you to greater AWARENESS. 
 
2.Then notice where this AWARENESS takes you. Pay attention and go deeper into the 
expansion of: Why is this what your Consciousness wants you to see?   
This is the beginning of the multi-dimensional opening to your ascended consciousness. 
 
3.Then notice the “story” that you are hearing, being shown, or simply knowing about that 
which your consciousness wants you to see.  Really dive into the story and allow it to fully 
take you deep into that which may not be fully present to your awareness.  
This is the moment of the Master arising for as you go deep into the story the energy of the 
witness is silently waiting for you to activate it and this brings you to the next step. 
 
4.As you engage the story, coconsciously notice if you can “stop” the thread of the spiral that 
has been created from this engagement. Notice as the witness as it reveals that which is 
trying to call you into a downward spiral experience with the potentiality. Through this 
AWARENESS invite your brain to relax as you become the Witnesser and discover that 
conspiracy is actually the delusion of the illusion.   
 
And!  There is all-ways a thread of co-created reality within each delusion. This is because 
delusion is an aspect of the creation that is within the ALL. It is the active presence of the 
witnessing of the energy of the downward spiral without being in its tractor beam, that calls 
forward the stop of the engagement of the story.  This is the moment of divine connection 
that begins another cycle through the spiral of expanded consciousness. 
 
This is the moment of self-discovery!  The a-ha moment of greater AWARNESS through the 
energy of re-cog-nition that you have already engaged the seventh dimension witnessing 
energy.  Through this connection you are able to be in the wider perspective of the story that is 
seeking to get your attention.  This is the step that invites your density brain to rest and your 
ascended presence to lead.  The blessing of the moment at hand is that as you practice this, you 
are already ascending! 
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5.  After the completion of the AWARENESS energy of multi-dimensional presence, (step 4), 
engage the world of density once more.  Notice again that which is honestly standing out to 
YOUR consciousness AND that which is trying to control it by being the loudest, etc.  Bringing 
your ascended presence to the simultaneous calling to your consciousness, pay attention and 
notice:  What is your EXPEREINCE? 
 
This is the  journey of the awakening for those who have forgotten.  This forget-fullness is at a 
level so deep, that they forgot what they have forgotten.  The Mirror of the Multi-dimensional 
ascended presence was set TO OPEN…and this is the FULL ILLUMINATION before all.   
 
The moment of conscious CHOICE to determine what you see, and to have a “scientific” 
process that can swiftly and easily guide you through the moment is a blessing for those who 
choose to move through this experience into ascended consciousness.   
 
The gift of clearly being able to notice and respond to the spiral energy of creation.  To clearly 
see without judgement that which is pulling you downward and to instantaneously become the 
mirror of divine revelation into the spiral that lifts you ever forward through the propulsion of 
infinite love and compassion.   
 
6. As you complete the five steps, then as with all cycles, notice what you are noticing! Care-
fully inviting your “self” to fully notice without reservation, then begin the cycle again… 
 
You are the eternal being of the divine experiencing the gift of co-creation.  Through this gift 
your Awareness will bring you to the moment of Experience and Conscious Choice.  May this 
clarity assist you to navigate the spiral with greater consciousness as you lift ever more fully 
into the mastery of your true nature. 
 
 


